WAYS TO PRACTICE WORDS AT HOME

ABC Order
☆ Write your words in alphabetical order

Rainbow Words
☆ Write your words in three colors

Picture Words
☆ Draw a picture and write your words in the picture

Scrambled Words
☆ Write your words and then write them again with the letters mixed

Ransom Words
☆ Write your words by cutting out letters in a newspaper or magazine and glue them on a paper

Pyramid Words
☆ Write your words adding one letter at a time

Words-In-Words
☆ Write your word and then write at least 2 words made from each

Delicious Words
☆ Write your words in whipped cream, peanut butter, or anything you can eat

Good Clean Words
☆ Write your words in shaving cream on a counter or some other surface that can be cleaned safely

Dirty Words
☆ Write your words in mud or sand

3D Words
☆ Use modeling clay rolled thinly to make your words

Magazine Words
☆ Use an old magazine or newspaper and find your word

Cheer Your Words
☆ Pretend you are a cheerleader and call out your words